SafeCase™ Quick Start Guide
For use with iPhone® 7 and 8. Warning: To avoid damaging your SafeCase, read the enclosed information before using.

1. Connect the SafeCase to a power source using the charging cable provided.

2. Remove screen protectors and protective cases from your iPhone.

3. Download the Privoro app from the Apple App Store. Open and follow the on-screen prompts to pair your SafeCase.

4. After pairing is complete, place your finger on the inside center of the base tray and slide open.

5. Place your iPhone head first into the tray and rest into the case.

6. Push the base tray closed.

7. Place the hooks at the bottom of the lock panel into the hook cradles. Press the top of the panel until the latch snaps it into place.
Activating SafeCase audio/video surveillance protections.

With the SafeCase turned on and the hood in the down position, audio/video surveillance protections are automatically engaged as indicated by pulsing green LEDs on the corners of the case.

Placing and receiving calls, taking pictures and recording video while your iPhone is in the SafeCase.

Raise the hood: From the top of the case, place your thumb and forefinger on the silver trim and gently pull upward. This disengages audio masking and camera blocking as indicated by pulsing red LEDs on the corners of the case.

Perform a Function Check at the beginning of each day.

Open the Privoro app and select the My SafeCase (home) screen.

- Current Case Battery should be sufficient for the intended period of operation.
- Cloud Connection field checkmark indicates an active connection.
- Pairing Status field checkmark indicates active pairing.
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SafeCase Glossary

Front
- Corner indicator LEDs x 4
- Hood
- Tray
- Front button
- Base tray
- Micro USB port

Rear (without lock panel)
- Latch slot
- Backpack interface
- Rear button
- Battery status LEDs
- Hook cradles

Lock panel

Additional Information
For comprehensive instructions, plus safety and regulatory information, consult the SafeCase User Manual at privoro.com/support.